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 Masturbation Random: UBER Released: Jul 13, 2017 Version: 10.1 Requires: UBER Notes: First add a new NPC to your
game: “Random Masturbator.” You can make him do anything. One of his actions is to randomly masturbate at your feet. Every

time he does it, it’s different. You can have him actually cum on your feet as well. If you move, he’ll move with you and
eventually ask you to do a “Magic Spider Dance” to further humiliate you. If you ignore him, he will eventually ask you to dance

(to get it over with) to further humiliate you. With these choices, your life becomes a torture, and all you can do is listen and
endure. To even get this power, you must complete the quest: Find a Celebrity #3526: “Masturbation Random.” Description:

UBER can be integrated with the Main Script by editing the NPC’s behavior and adding it to the “flavors” tab of his add-on or
from the “Behavior” tab from the NPC (NPC). Installation: Drag and drop the “uber.esp” file to your “Skyrim Data” folder. You
can also add it to your “NPCs” folder. To get rid of the vanilla mastrubator, you must add him to your blacklist. Future Add-ons:
TGM mod for RPG Maker series. Placeholder loading screen with text “Loading.” The purpose of this mod is to display some
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random text for when you are in a loading screen. You can use this mod with any RPG Maker game, but if you want to use a
different background and sound for it, you’ll have to create it. Also, this mod supports the “TGM Mod for 2.5” for Black

Edition. Also contains an option to hide the menu (top left) of your screen. Description: TGM mod for RPG Maker series.
Placeholder loading screen with 82157476af
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